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I. Agenda of Annual 			
General Assembly
Meeting
1. Opening and formation of General Assembly's Presidential Board;
2. Reading and negotiating Board of Director's annual report for 2014;
3. Reading the report of independent auditor;
4. Reading, examining and approving the financial statements for 2014;
5. Approval of appointments, made by the Board of Directors for the seats at the Board
of Directors that became vacant during 2014, by General Assembly;
6. Releasing the members of Board of Directors and Auditors;
7. Determining the utilization method of the profit as well as the ratios of profit and
dividend shares to be distributed;
8. Electing the members of Board of Directors;
9. Determining the remunerations of the members of Board of Directors;
10. Authorizing the members of Board of Directors in accordance with Articles 395 and
396 of Turkish Commercial Code;
11. Electing the independent auditor;
12. Wishes and closing.
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II. Message
from the Board
of Directors

Dear Shareholders,

Welcome to the 25th Annual General Assembly Meeting of
Bankalararası Kart Merkezi A.Ş. Turkish Payment Systems
has maintained to be one of the largest markets of Europe
in 2014. Turkish Payment Systems, which has reached
to the top of Europe with 163 million cards in 2014, has
become a model for many developed countries of the world
with innovative projects.Furthermore, our infrastructure
works to ensure that all payments would be made without
cash in the 100th anniversary of our Republic based on
our vision of "2023 - Cashless Payments in Turkey" are
also continuing in 2014. We are also collaborating very
productively with regulating authorities, relevant sections

Türkiye
Ödeme
Sistemleri,
dijital
dönüşüme
öncülük
yapıyor.

of the public and many sectors in order to expand the
areas to use cards. As a result of these works, the share
of card payments in total household expenditures has
reached to 40 percent in 2014.The share of online card
payments in total payments, which was 8.4 percent in
2013, has reached to 9 percent in 2014 and card payments
have reached to 85 percent share in e-commerce. We have
also implemented significant projects in 2014 in order
for conscious utilization of cards and widespreading of
contactless payments. As a result of our collaboration with
retail sector for contactless payments, we have organized
awareness campaigns for the sector's staff and card users
regarding contactless payments.
Last year, another payment with cards was included
to the public payments. Thanks to the works that were
commenced as a part of payment infrastructure project
between E-Government Gateway and BKM Payment
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Gateway, it has now become possible to make all payments
to be made via www.turkey.gov.tr through BKM's Payment
Gateway by using all banking cards.Our mission of being
the pioneer in digital conversion of payments has continued
last year too without any interruption. BKM Express, the
national digital wallet, one of the most important projects
of BKM, has continued to contribute to the development of
e-commerce also in 2014. While submitting the operations,
financial statements and auditors' report of BKM for the
financial year of 2014 to your review and approval, we
hereby would like to wish success, health and happiness to
our shareholders, members, and BKM employees in 2015.
Kind Regards,
On behalf of the Board of Directors
Yalçın SEZEN
Chairman

III. Message
from the CEO

Dear Shareholders,
2014 was a successful year for Turkish Payment Systems.
The number of debit cards has reached to 106 millions and
credit cards has reached to 57 millions in Turkey at the end
of 2014, in which we continued to lead digital conversion
of payments. Also the number of POS devices has reached
to 2.4 million and the number of ATMs has reached to 46
thousand last year.
Particularly because of the restrictions applied to
installments, the payments in installments were reduced
in 2014, in which the effects of regulations on payment
systems were observed; However,totally 459 billion TL was
paid by cards throughout the year. Payments with credit

Turkey

cards were increased by 11 percent, compared to last year,

continues to

29 billion TL. Furthermore, online card payments were also

be a model
to the world
for payment
systems.

and reached to 430 billion TL and the share of debit cards
in payments was increased by 33 percent and reached to
increased by 21 percent and reached to 42 billion TL. BKM
Express, the national digital wallet that we developed in
2012, had significant contributions in the growth of online
card payments. In addition to mobile shopping, 7/24 money
transfer to any person is also made available through mobile
applications of BKM Express. In the second half of the year,
new platforms added for payments via BKM Express and
face-to-face payments in fuel stations and restaurants have
started. Additionally several projects were implemented
by BKMLab, which was established within BKM and does
combine payments with technologies. The most spectacular
of them was payment experience via BKM Express through
wearable devices.
We, as Turkish Payment Systems have also developed
very significant projects that pioneer throughout the world
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while leading the digital conversion of payments. For this
purpose, BKM Express has collaborated with iupay, the
digital wallet of Spain, and taken the first step in becoming
a global wallet. BKM Express was awarded with the first
prize in "Retail Payment Systems" category of "Technology
Projects of the Year" competition in 2014, organized by
the well known finance magazine, the Banker, published
throughout the world. BKM Express was also selected as
“Global Technology Project of the Year” among the winners
of all categories.As a result of significant works performed
in 2014, BKM Express continued to grow with 17 banks, 800
merchants and 800 thousand members. It is also aimed to
increase the awareness for card payments in next year and to
lead the digital conversion together with BKM Express.I wish
a successful year in 2015 for our shareholders, members,
sector, and BKM employees.
Kind Regards,
Dr. Soner CANKO
Message from

Message From

Mehmet SEZGİN

T. Garanti Bankası A.Ş.
Member

Mehmet Meriç Kaytancı
T.VAKIFLAR BANKASI T.A.O.
Member

Erkin AYDIN

Finansbank A.Ş.
Member

Yalçın SEZEN

T. İş Bankası A.Ş.
Chairman of Board of Directors

Serkan ÜLGEN

Yapı ve Kredi Bankası A.Ş.
Member

Hasan Ünal

T.HALK BANKASI A.Ş.
Member

Osman TANAÇAN

T.C. Ziraat Bankası A.Ş.
Member

O. Mehmet SİNDEL
Akbank T. A.Ş.
Vice Chairman of Board
of Directors

IV. General Information

Bankalararası Kart Merkezi (BKM) was
established in 1990 with the partnership
of 13 public and private Turkish banks for
the purpose of providing solutions to the
common problems and developing the rules
and standards of credit and debit cards in
Turkey, within the card payment system.
Considered as a model throughout the
world thanks to its productive operations
and high transaction volume, with its
solid technical hardware, infrastructure
and human resources, BKM is continuing
on its efforts to provide the best service
to its members, retail industry, public
and cardholders in the field of payment
systems.
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a) Reported accounting period
The financial period that has ended on 31.12.2014
b) Commercial title, trade registry number, contact details of headquarters and, if any, branches, and website
of the company
Commercial Title: Bankalararası Kart Merkezi A.Ş.
Trade Registry Number: 267660-215242
Contact Details:
Address: Nispetiye Cad. Akmerkez E3 Blok Kat:3-5 Etiler/Istanbul
Website:
http://www.bkm.com.tr
c) Determining the utilization method of the profit as well as the ratios of profit and dividend shares to be
distributed
The Company's capital is equal to 14,000,000 TL as of 31 December 2014 (31 December 2013 – 14,000,000
TL). This capital is divided into 140,000,000 registered shares, each of which has a nominal value of 0.10 TL.
Shareholding ratio is as follows:
31 December 2014
(%)
Historial amount		
T. Halk Bankası A.Ş.
T.C. Ziraat Bankası A.Ş
T. Garanti Bankası A.Ş.
Akbank T.A.Ş.
T. İş Bankası A.Ş.
Yapı ve Kredi Bankası A.Ş.
T. Vakıflar Bankası T.A.O.
Finansbank A.Ş.
ING Bank A.Ş.

2.653.021
2.517.631
1.421.294
1.397.775
1.397.775
1.397.775
1.357.483
1.292.523
306.219

18,95
17,99
10,15
9,98
9,98
9,98
9,70
9,23
2,19

31 December 2013
Historial amount

(%)

2.653.021
2.517.631
1.421.294
1.397.775
1.397.775
1.397.775
1.357.483
1.292.523
306.219

18,95
17,99
10,15
9,98
9,98
9,98
9,70
9,23
2,19

Türk Ekonomi Bankası A.Ş.
258.504
1,85
258.504
1,85
				
14.000.000
100,00
14.000.000
100,00
There has not been any change during the financial period.
ç) Explanations for any preferential share and voting rights of shares (None)			
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d) Names and surnames, commissioning periods, responsibilities, levels of education, and professional experiences
of the chairman and members of Board of Directors, auditors, members of Audit Committee, CEO and Assistants of
CEO, and managers of units of internal systems and details about the number of staff				
Chairman of Board of Directors
Title
Yalçın SEZEN
Vice Chairman of Board of Directors
AkbankT.A.Ş. (representative of legal entity: O. Mehmet SİNDEL) Member
Finansbank A.Ş. (representative oflegalentity: Erkin AYDIN)
Member
Hasan ÜNAL
Member
Mehmet SEZGİN
Member
M. Meriç KAYTANCI
Member
Osman TANAÇAN
Member
Serkan ÜLGEN
Member

Commissioning Starting Date
March 2012
March 2013 (date of notification for representative of legal entity)
March 2013 (date of notification for representative of legal entity)
September 2014
October 2011
December 2014
March 2011
March 2011

Internal Audit and Risk Committee
M. Meriç KAYTANCI
Osman TANAÇAN

Commissioning Starting Date
December 2014
March 2014

Title
Chairman
Member

Message from
		
Dr. Soner CANKO		

Commissioning Starting Date
July 2011		

Assistant General Managers
Celal CÜNDOĞLU
Cenk TEMİZ
Onur DEMİRTAŞ
Serkan YAZICIOĞLU

Group
Information Technologies
StrategyandInformation Management
Support Services
Member Relationships,
Product Management and
Corporate Communications

Commissioning Starting Date
May 2011
February 2012
May 2007		
July 2012

Internal Systems and Compliance
Zafer DEMİRARSLAN

Title
Director

Commissioning Starting Date
January 2010

Internal Audit
Görkem DEVRANİ

Title
Manager

Commissioning Starting Date
April 2013

Risk Management and Internal Control
Ferhat YAZGILI

Title
Manager

Commissioning Starting Date
December 2014

			
The number of employed staff as of the end of financial period is 107 (31 December 2013 - 87).
e) If any, transactions between members of the management body and the company made for and on behalf of
themselves or others under the authorization granted by the Company's general assembly and details about the
operations under competition prohibition. (None)
f) Details on the attendance of members of Board of Directors, Audit Committee and other committee members to
relevant meetings organized during the financial period
As it is prescribed in the articles of association, the Board of Directors had 12 monthly meetings in 2014. The Audit
Committee has convened for 4 times in 2014 and evaluated the efficiency and sufficiency of Internal Audit, Risk
Management and Internal Controls.
2014
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Yalçın SEZEN

Yalçın Sezen, who graduated from Economics and Adminisrative
Sciences Faculty of Middle East Technical University in 1987, started
his business life in Inspection Board of Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş. in
the same year. After working as a manager in various departments
of İş Bankası as of 1998, he was promoted to Assistant General
Manager position on 13.04.2011. He is currently working as the
manager responsible for Retail and Private Banking Business Units.

and private companies, responsible for card payment systems,
alternative distribution channels and individual banking. After
he worked as the General Manager of Bileşim Alternatif Dağıtım
Kanalları ve Ödeme Sistemleri A.Ş., an affiliate of Halkbank, he was
appointed as Assistant General Manager for Individual Banking
of Halkbank in July 2014.

Mehmet SEZGİN
Mehmet SİNDEL

Mehmet Sindel started to work in Akbank as Assistant General
Manager for Payment Systems in November 2010. Before joining to
Akbank, he had worked as an executive in several private banks.
Mehmet Sindel is a graduate of Business Administration Faculty
of Boğaziçi University.

Erkin AYDIN

He graduated from Civil Engineering Department of Engineering
Faculty of Boğaziçi University in 1997 and received MBA degree from
Business Administration Faculty of Michigan University in 2003. He
started his professional life as Business Development and Project
Engineer in Guy F. Atkinson Construction in U.S.A. and then moved
to Clark Construction Group in California as Project Manager. During
his employment in McKinsey & Company in Istanbul, which started
in 2002, he worked as Consultant, Project Manager and Associate
Partner, respectively. He provided consultancy services in the
fields of marketing, growth strategy, sales efficiency, operational
productivity and organizational strategy as well as mergers and
acquisitions to many leading financial institutions of Turkey and
Eastern and Western Europe during his employment in McKinsey.
After he moved to Finansbank in 2008 as a Group Manager and
performed various marketing management works, he was promoted
as Retail Marketing Coordinator in February 2010. Erkin Aydın, who
was appointed as Assistant General Manager for Retail Banking
in May 2011, was then promoted to Assistant General Manager
for Retail Banking and Payment Systems in October 2013.

Born in Karabük in 1968. After completing his license degree
in Management Engineering Department of Istanbul Technical
University, he started his banking career in Garanti Bankası in
1998. He worked as Assistant General Manager, General Manager,
Member and Chairman of Board of Directors in various banks
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M.Meriç KAYTANCI

M.Meriç KAYTANCI, who was graduated from Civil Engineering
Department of Istanbul Technical University in 1995, he completed
his postgraduate degree in Business Administration Finance
Department of Istanbul University in 2001. After starting his
career as assistant specialist of Individual Banking Marketing
department of Garanti Bankası in 1996, M. Meriç KAYTANCI has
worked as Assistant Manager in SME Banking and CRM departments,
respectively. Then, he moved to Denizbank as Group Manager of
Retail Marketing and Group Manager of Credit Cards Marketing
between 2004 and 2008. He is the Head of Payment Systems
Department of Vakıfbank since 2008.

Osman TANAÇAN

Hasan ÜNAL
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Following his graduation from Business Administration Faculty of Middle East Technical University, Mehmet Sezgin has
achieved MBA degree from University of Massachusetts. He
started his business life as a consultant in PriceWaterHouseCoopers in 1984 and then worked as an Inspector in Interbank
between 1985 and -1988. He then moved to Pamukbank in
1990 and worked as the Manager for Bank24 (Debit) and Credit
Cards and was promoted to General Manager for EuroPay/
MasterCard's Eurasian Region in 1993. After that, he worked
as the General Manager of Garanti Payment Systems, which he
founded, between 1999 and 2012. Sezgin, who was appointed
in 2012 as the President Responsible for Global Payment Systems of BBVA, one of two biggest banks of Spain, is currently
Co-Chairman of Garanti Payment Systems.

2014

He was graduated from Statistics Department of Middle East
Technical University in 1989. He completed his postgraduate
degree in Marketing Communication in Social Sciences Institute
of Istanbul Bilgi University. After working as a Service Manager in
Retail Banking Department of Pamukbank, Assistant General Manager
in Bileşim A.Ş., and Manager of Payment Systems Department

of Akbank, he moved to Ziraat Bankası in January 2012 as Group
Manager of Payment Systems. He is currently working at Ziraat
Bankası as Information Technologies and Card Operations Manager
since August 2014.

Serkan ÜLGEN

Serkan Ülgen, graduated from Industrial Engineering Department of
Bilkent University in 1998, completed his MBA program in Boğaziçi
University. After starting his career in Benkar Consumer Finance
and Credit Card Services of Boyner Holding in 1998, he began to
work as a manager in Yapı Kredi's Credit Cards Marketing team
in 2001. He is currently working as Group Director of Retail &
Personal Banking and Card Payment Systems Marketing in Yapı
Kredi's Retail Banking Department.

Dr. Soner CANKO

Following his graduation from Faculty of Political Sciences of
Istanbul University, Dr. Soner Canko received master’s degree
and Ph.D from Faculty of Economics of the same university. Dr.
Soner Canko, who started his career in Dışbank, has taken up
various managerial duties in Procter & Gamble, Citibank, HewlettPackard and Bileşim A.Ş. Following his Founder and CEO duties
at First Data Turkey, he became Assistant General Manager of
Ziraat Bankası and then he transferred to BKM as CEO in July 2011.

Cenk TEMİZ

His career, which was started as Research Assistant in Social
Sciences Institute of Middle East Technical University in 1996,
continued in the banking sector with "Open Card" project of
Garanti Bankası Payment Systems in June 1997. After he worked
in Consumer Loans and Credit Cards Department of Individual
Banking section of Osmanlı Bankası, he worked as a manager in
Change Management, Individual Banking, Information Technologies
and Strategy Departments of Akbank between 2002 and 2012. He
joined BKM in 2012 in order to establish the Strategy team. Cenk
Temiz, who is currently working as Assistant General Manager
for Strategy and Information Management, was graduated from
Economy Department of Gazi University and Executive MBA of
Sabancı University.

Onur DEMİRTAŞ

Following his graduation from Administrative Sciences Faculty of
Middle East Technical University in 1986, Onur Demirtaş has started
his career at Türkiye İş Bankası A.Ş. in 1986. Onur Demirtaş, who
took various managerial duties mainly in the field of financial affairs
at Osmanlı, İktisat and HSBC banks and TEB Portfolio Management,
respectively after İş Bankası, is working at BKM as Assistant of
CEO Responsible for Support Services since May 2007.

Serkan YAZICIOĞLU
Celal CÜNDOĞLU

After he has graduated from TED Ankara College, Celal Cündoğlu
has received Electronic Engineering diploma from Hacettepe
University and master's degree in business administration in the
field of Telecommunications Systems Planning from University
of San Francisco and worked as research assistant in USF during
his studentship. After he worked as network engineer at VISA
International between 1992-98, he returned to Turkey and started
to work at Benkar Tüketici Finansmanı (Advantage Card) and then
worked as Technology Coordinator responsible for Card Payments
at Yapı Kredi Teknoloji between 2002 and 2006. He joined to
Akbank Bilgi Teknolojileri in 2006 in order to establish Project
Management Department and worked there until April 2011. Celal
Cündoğlu, who joined BKM as Assistant General Manager for
Business Development and Project Management in May 2011, is
working as Assistant General Manager for Information Technologies
since April 2013.

Serkan Yazıcıoğlu, who has completed his license degree in Civil
Engineering in Istanbul Technical University and International
Management Program in Faculty of Economics of Istanbul University
after his MBA degree from Yıldız Technical University, has started to
work at Soyak Toplu Konut A.Ş. in 1997. He worked as a manager in
Payment Systems Marketing and Alternative Distribution Channels
and Card Operations departments of Finansbank between 1999
and 2012. He was appointed to BKM as Assistant General Manager
in July 2012.

Zafer DEMİRARSLAN

Following his graduate from Business Administration Faculty of Dokuz
Eylül University in 1986, Zafer Demirarslan started to work in Yapı
Kredi Bankası for payment systems in 1989 and then he worked,
respectively, in Yaşarbank, Anadolubank and Ziraat Bankası mostly
in the fields of card payment systems and alternative distribution
channels. He took a role in the establishment of Internal Systems
infrastructure of BKM in 2010 and he is currently working as Internal
Systems and Compliance Director.

2014
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Operational Areas

Among BKM's main fields of activity are: to
develop procedures to be applied among banks
implementing credit card and debit card system, to
take decisions by performing operations for ensuring
standardization, to establish domestic rules via
practices throughout Turkey, to carry out interbank
clearing and settlement transactions, to establish

Ortaklar
Shareholders

• Akbank T.A.Ş.
• Finansbank A.Ş.
• ING Bank A.Ş.
• Türk Ekonomi Bankası A.Ş.
• T.C. Ziraat Bankası A.Ş.
• T. Garanti Bankası A.Ş.
• T. Halk Bankası A.Ş.
• T. İş Bankası A.Ş.
• T. Vakıflar Bankası T.A.O.
• Yapı ve Kredi Bankası A.Ş.

relations with foreign entities and commissions and,
if necessary, to represent its members with these
entities and to carry out transactions that are already
being made by any bank in a more secure, faster and
cost-effective manner from a single center.

Members with Bank/
Organization Status

Members with Service
Provider Status

• Akbank T.A.Ş.
• Aktif Yatırım Bankası A.Ş.
• Albaraka Türk Katılım Bankası A.Ş.
• Alternatifbank A.Ş.
• Anadolubank A.Ş.
• Asya Katılım Bankası A.Ş.
• Burgan Bank A.Ş.
• Citibank A.Ş.
• Denizbank A.Ş.
• Fibabank A.Ş.
• Finansbank A.Ş.
• HSBC Bank A.Ş.
• ING Bank A.Ş.
• Kuveyt Türk Katılım Bankası A.Ş.
• Odeabank A.Ş.
• Şekerbank A.Ş.
• Tekstil Bankası A.Ş.
• Turkish Bank A.Ş.
• Turkland Bank A.Ş.
• Türk Ekonomi Bankası A.Ş.
• T.C. Ziraat Bankası A.Ş.
• T. Finans Katılım Bankası A.Ş.
• T. Garanti Bankası A.Ş.
• T. Halk Bankası A.Ş.
• T. İş Bankası A.Ş.
• T. Vakıflar Bankası T.A.O.
• Yapı ve Kredi Bankası A.Ş.

• Bileşim Alternatif Dağıtım Kanalları
ve Ödeme Sistemleri A.Ş.
• Garanti Ödeme Sistemleri A.Ş.
• Provus Bilişim Hizmetleri A.Ş.

2014
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Organization

Information Technologies

Information Technologies Group provides the technology
support that BKM and its members need thanks to
its Application Development, Technology Services,
Information Security and IT Compliance, and Testing
and Certification functions. For this purpose the group
is responsible to maintain and implement preparation/
feasibility works, analysis, design, development,
purchasing and supply management, testing and
certification processes of all projects being performed
within BKM in an efficient and effective manner in
accordance with the company's targets and policies.
Information Technologies Group does not only perform
any kind of IT operation, communication and system
support activities for these projects but also ensure that
needs for change during the implementation are met.
Information Technologies Group supports the strategic
roadmaps that have been developed by BKM in parallel
with its vision for Cashless Turkey in 2023 effectively with
its solutions that it has provided for transaction directing,
clearing and settlement, digital wallet, public debt
collection and contactless payment projects. Additionally,
it plays the leading role in the industry for information
security, which is one of the most important components
of payment industry. For this purpose it has obtained
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standards (PCI DSS),
ISO 27001 Information Security Management certificates
and system based security audit approvals (3D Secure,
NFC-Visa and NFC-MasterCard etc.) New technologies and
developments in the industry, including those related
with information security, are continuously monitored and
implemented to BKM.

Support Services

Support Services Group, composed of Security, Legal
Services, Human Resources, Financial Affairs, Operation
and Purchasing and Administrative Affairs functions, is
responsible to provide security support to members for
determining and implementing anti-fraudulency methods
in all channels related to the payment systems, to manage
the operational processes that are related to BKM's
services being provided to the members, cardholders and
merchants, such as clearing, net settlement operation,
call center management, etc. and to organize the trainings
that are provided to members regarding the Company's
operations and services. Support Services Group is not
only fulfilling its operational responsibilities regarding
BKM's services but also performing human resources
functions, such as recruitment, performance management
and training, legal and administrative works, such as
management, contract management and procurement in
accordance with applicable legislations, and all functions
and responsibilities.
As a company that is subjected to the regulations of
Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency, all legal
reporting and independent external audit works that
must be performed according to Turkish Accounting and
Financial Reporting Standards are being performed by
Financial Affairs Division of Support Services Group. This
division is also responsible for preparing and monitoring
the Company's budget as well as for cash management
and payments of the Company.

2014
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Business Development and
Project Management

Business Development Division develops the content,
scope and quality of services being offered to member
institutions, conducts R&D studies and prepares
proposals for new policies and strategies to implement
new applications and services, creates and maintains
the necessary communication and working environment
with the member institutions as well as international
organizations for this purpose and plans, coordinates
and implements the rules and standards for new
projects / applications / services that are developed
in various fields, such as e-commerce, e-government,
transportation, mobile transactions.
Project Management Division is responsible for planning,
executing and delivering the projects, implementation of
which are approved by the Board of directors, following
the completion of pilot operations.
It is aimed by the management of projects that
• The works to be performed are clearly defined and
		 requirements are identified;
• Realistic and accessible targets are determined;
• Time, cost, scope and quality components are balanced
		 to meet the objectives;
• Expectations of all parties of the project are managed
		 and plans are prepared accordingly;
• Project risks are identified and managed; and
• All these tasks are implemented through various
knowledge, capabilities, tools, and techniques in
accordance with a certain plan and management.

18
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Member Relationships,
Product Management and
Corporate Communications

In accordance with the objectives of BKM, Member
Relationships, Product Management and Corporate
Communications Division is aiming:
• To renew existing products continuously according to
changing market conditions;
• To prepare and execute integrated marketing
communication plan;
• To prepare and execute corporate communication plan;
• To improve and support new business models;
• To maintain and improve service quality;
• To continuously monitor the rules and standards of
international payment organizations;
• To inform members timely and accurately about the
products and services being offered;
• To identify and meet the requests/needs of members
and to increase satisfaction of members through routine
member visits; and
• To develop local rules and regulations for payment sector
as well as to manage payment platforms and tools as
member focused.

Strategy and Information
Management

This group is established in order to prepare BKM's strategic
plan and prioritized development areas annually and
monitor the compliance with this plan regularly. The group
is responsible to conduct critical analysis that will effect
the prioritization and decision making process, determine
financial effects of actions to be taken according to the
analyses conducted, and provide support for development
of arguments accordingly. The division conducts market
researches that are required in accordance with the strategic
plans as well as periodical surveys that are performed for
the sector. It also examines the effects of developments
in regulations and economy to the company and industry
and evaluates the possibility of risks and occurrence of
alternative options, provides short-, mid- and long-term
economic projections, meets econometric research and
analysis requirements and prepares necessary reports. It

arranges the statistical data and prepares accurate and
effective market reports and analyses and ensures that
new applications are included to the statistical data and
reports. It is also ensured that sectoral information requests
of authorities, such as BRSA, Competition Authority, Central
Bank, etc. are met, periodical reports are prepared, and
credit and debit card commission rates are updated with
accurate and complete data. Necessary analyses and
works are performed and periodical reports are prepared
in accordance with the recommendations of banks to
ensure that Turkish ATM market becomes more efficient.

2014
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Committees

ATM Sharing Committee
Chairman
Yakup DOĞAN - Yapı ve Kredi Bankası A.Ş.
Vice Chairman
Cenk TEMİZ - BKM A.Ş.
Members
• Aydın ÇELİK - ING Bank A.Ş
• Barış YILDIRIM - T.C. Ziraat Bankası A.Ş.
• Bülent AKAR - Aktif Yatırım Bankası A.Ş
• Canan KARACA - T. İş Bankası A.Ş.
• Deniz GÜVEN - T. Garanti Bankası A.Ş.
• Gökay DEDE - Akbank T.A.Ş.
• İbrahim Halil SOYTÜRK - Denizbank A.Ş.
• İsmail Murat TURGUT - T. Vakıflar Bankası T.A.O.
• Kemal YAVUZÇETİN - Burgan Bank A.Ş.
• Murat TACER - Türk Ekonomi Bankası A.Ş.
• Mustafa KAĞITÇI - Asya Katılım Bankası A.Ş.
• Salih MUSAOĞLU - T. Halk Bankası A.Ş.
• Serhat YILDIRIM - Finansbank A.Ş.

Main responsibilities of BKM's ATM Sharing Committee are
to follow developments in debit card utilization in ATMs
both locally and globally, to analyze the needs of banks
and customers and develop new transaction and flow
recommendations. The committee is also responsible to
develop new concept and standard recommendations for
operational principles specific to ATM platform in order for
debit cards, to evaluate and analyze marketing, business
development and security issues, and to develop new
applications in case of necessity.
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Chargeback Rules and Arbitration Committee
Chairman
Uğur ÇELEBİOĞLU - BKM A.Ş.
Vice Chairman
Arzu KUTLU - BKM A.Ş.
Members
• Ayten UYSAL - ING Bank A.Ş.
• Balca NAMLISARAÇ - Yapı ve Kredi Bankası A.Ş.
• BENGİ GÜLEÇ YAPRAK - Garanti Bankası A.Ş.
• Berna BAŞ BUDAK - T. İş Bankası A.Ş.
• Burcu PAPAGEORGİOU - Finansbank A.Ş.
• Ebru AKER - Akbank T.A.Ş.
• Gülüşan SOLUM METİN - Vakıflar Bankası T.A.O.
• Kaan BÜYÜKÇİL - Türk Ekonomi Bankası A.Ş.
• Macide BOSTAN TÜRECİ - Asya Katılım Bankası A.Ş.
• Murat UYSAL - T. Halk Bankası A.Ş.
• Nilgün TÜRKOĞLU - Ziraat Bankası A.Ş.
• Orhan CELENK - Denizbank A.Ş.
• Tamer GÖKÇE - HSBC Bank A.Ş.
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Chargeback Rules and Arbitration Committee follows up
the rules, procedures and regulations of international
payment systems pertaining to chargeback transactions
and identifies their effects on chargeback operations of
domestic payment systems. The committee performs the
works to determine the rules for objections of customers
regarding new products / services / applications and
it works for chargeback related domestic standards,
specifications, rules, procedures and regulations.

Security Committee
Chairman
Kubilay GÜLER - Türk Ekonomi Bankası A.Ş.
Vice Chairman
Onur DEMİRTAŞ - BKM A.Ş.
Members
• Ali ELMALI - T. Halk Bankası A.Ş.
• Emrah ÇAYIROĞLU - Denizbank A.Ş.
• Ersin ERTÜRK - T. İş Bankası A.Ş.
• Halis KÖSEOĞLU - Akbank T.A.Ş.
• Hatice TAŞ - Finansbank A.Ş.
• Korcan DEMİRCİOĞLU - T. Garanti Bankası A.Ş.
• Mehmet BEŞEK - T. Finans Katılım Bankası A.Ş.
• Muhammet BATIR - T.C. Ziraat Bankası A.Ş.
• Muhterem KÜÇÜKAYDIN - Yapı ve Kredi Bankası A.Ş.
• Müberra UYAR YILDIRIM - HSBC Bank A.Ş.
• Nihan Ebru GÜÇTEKİN - Asya Katılım Bankası A.Ş.
• Salih COŞKUN - ING Bank A.Ş.
• Serkan AŞIK - T. Vakıflar Bankası T.A.O.

BKM Security Committee is formed to perform preventive
efforts against counterfeiting and fraudulent events
related to the Payment Sector in Turkey, to monitor local
and international developments in this area, to share,
if required, necessary information and determine the
security measures to be taken, to support preparation of
arrangements, such as standards, rules, etc. that will be
needed for these purposes, and to maintain relationships
with relevant authorities.
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Business Development Committee
Chairman
Mehmet SEZGİN - T. Garanti Bankası A.Ş.
Vice Chairman
Cenk TEMİZ - BKM A.Ş.
Members
• Ahmet GEZ - Asya Katılım Bankası A.Ş.
• Filinta SEVİMLİ - T. İş Bankası A.Ş.
• Gökhan AYDEMİR - Ziraat Bankası A.Ş.
• Hasan Emre OZGUR - ING Bank A.Ş.
• İlknur UZUNOĞLU - Akbank T.A.Ş.
• Mehmet AKALAN - Vakıflar Bankası T.A.O.
• Murat ÇEVİK - Yapı ve Kredi Bankası A.Ş.
• Murat ÇITAK - Denizbank A.Ş.
• Neşe ÖZDAL TÜRKMEN - Anadolubank A.Ş.
• Okan KARADAĞ - T. Halk Bankası A.Ş.
• Onur KENTSÜ - Finansbank A.Ş.
• Özgür BİLGİN - Türk Ekonomi Bankası A.Ş.
• Özgür KÜÇÜKTÜRK - Alternatifbank A.Ş.
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BKM Business Development Committee is formed to
determine the subjects, scopes and standards of new
services, products and projects that might be needed for
payment systems, understand the expectations and needs
of consumers, and prepare implementation proposals
and flows for them. This committee operates to monitor
technological developments in Payment Sector and submit
eligible projects to the approval of Board of Directors.

Operation and Technology Committee
Chairman
Osman TANAÇAN - T.C. Ziraat Bankası A.Ş.
Vice Chairman
Celal CÜNDOĞLU - BKM A.Ş.
Members
• Aslan KILINÇLAR - ING Bank A.Ş.
• Bayram METİN - Vakıflar Bankası T.A.O.
• Burcu IŞIN ÜŞÜMEZ - T. Halk Bankası A.Ş.
• Bülent BİLGİÇLİ - Burgan Bank A.Ş.
• Bülent KUTACUN - T. İş Bankası A.Ş.
• Füsun METİNER - Finansbank A.Ş.
• Gökhan ERDEM - HSBC Bank A.Ş.
• Özlem ÇETİNKAYA - Türk Ekonomi Bankası A.Ş.
• Rıza TÜRK - Asya Katılım Bankası A.Ş.
• Sevim BAYRAM - Yapı ve Kredi Bankası A.Ş.
• Sultan BAKACAK - Garanti Bankası A.Ş.
• Yeşim HARBATH - Akbank T.A.Ş.
• Zeynep Seda GEZİCİ - Denizbank A.Ş.

BKM Operation and Technology Committee is formed with
the aim to constitute the common standards and rules
between the banks that operate in the Payment Sector
in the domestic market, to prepare the specifications,
procedures and regulations pertaining to the Payment
Sector and to follow up the technological developments
and lay down the conditions of application in the domestic
market.
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Market Development Committee
Chairman
Serkan ÜLGEN - Yapı ve Kredi Bankası A.Ş.
Vice Chairman
Serkan YAZICIOĞLU - BKM A.Ş.
Üyeler
• Ahmet GEZ - Asya Katılım Bankası A.Ş.
• Arzu KAHRAMAN - Şekerbank T.A.Ş.
• Begüm TAŞAL - Denizbank A.Ş.
• Ebru KARA - T. İş Bankası A.Ş.
• Gülcan ELÇİ - HSBC Bank A.Ş.
• Kamil Enis TUNA - T. Halk Bankası A.Ş.
• Mesut AK - Albaraka Türk Katılım Bankası A.Ş.
• Mustafa TULUMCU - Türk Ekonomi Bankası A.Ş.
• Ongun ERSUN - Vakıflar Bankası T.A.O.
• Oray DURMAZOĞLU - Finansbank A.Ş.
• Özgür ALTAN - Garanti Bankası A.Ş.
• Peren ELMADAGLI - Ziraat Bankası A.Ş.
• Yeşim AKTAŞ - Akbank T.A.Ş.
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BKM Market Development Committee develops projects
and conducts market surveys in order to develop strategies
for Payments Sector, increase the demand for credit and
debit cards and expand and encourage the utilization area
of cards for cardholders in our country. The Committee
organizes communication activities for increasing the
awareness of cardholders and merchants. Furthermore
the Committee performs further works for expanding the
market of merchants that are accepting cards as a means
of payment for for directing the advertising campaigns and
press announcements to be made for this purpose. The
Committee monitors the development of Payment Sector
through updated market analyses, created from domestic
and international statistics.
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Internal Audit
and Risk
Committee

Chairman
Mehmet Meriç KAYTANCI - T. Vakıflar Bankası T.A.O.

Member
Osman TANAÇAN - T.C. Ziraat Bankası A.Ş.

This Committee manages and administers Internal
Systems and Compliance Department, Internal Audit
Unit and Risk Management and Internal Control Unit in
order to ensure functionality, compliance and sufficiency
of the Company's internal control, risk management and
internal audit systems and to secure financial reporting
systems.

Information about assessments conducted by the Audit
Committee for functionalities of internal control, internal
audit and risk management systems and its activities
performed throughout the financial period Internal Audit and
Risk Committee independently assesses the effectiveness,
sufficiency and compliance of risk management, internal
control and internal audit operations.
The Committee works
• To provide recommendations to Board of Directors for
		 qualifications required to be sought for the staff to be
		 employed in departments that form internal systems;
• To observe whether Risk Management and Internal
		 Control Unit fulfills its liabilities under the applicable
		 regulations and internal policies or not;
• To review and approve the Work Plans of Risk
		 Management and Internal Control Department;
• To monitor the measures taken by executive management
		 and its units for the issues found by Risk Management
		 and Internal Control Department;
• To design and implement risk management system;
• To determine the risk management implementation
		 procedures, based on risk management strategies;
• To observe whether Risk Management and Internal
		 Control Unit fulfills its liabilities under the applicable
		 internal and external legislations or not;
• To observe that policies and implementation procedures
		 of risk management are applied and complied;
• To ensure that risks are understood and assessed well
		 enough before performing any operation;
• To evaluate the periodical reports submitted to monitor
		 and measure the risks, to ensure that measures risks
		 stay within predetermined limits and to monitor the
		 utilization of these risks;
• To ensure that risk measurement and risk monitoring
		 results are periodically and timely reported to the Board
		 of Directors and executives;
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• To review and evaluate risk inventory periodically;
• To observe whether internal controls related
		 arrangements and internal policies and practices are
		 complied or not and to make recommendations to the
		 Board of Directors for the measures that should be taken;
• To monitor whether the staff of Risk Management and
		 Internal Control Unit perform their tasks independently
		 and objectively or not;
• To observe whether Internal Audit Unit fulfills its
		 liabilities under the applicable internal and external
		 legislations or not;
• To supervise whether internal audit system covers the
		 Company's existing and planned activities and risks
		 arising out of these activities or not and to examine
		 internal regulations pertaining to the internal systems,
		 which will be put into force upon obtaining the approval
		 of Board of Directors;
• To ensure that communication channels, which will
		 ensure that internal irregularities are notified directly
		 to the committee or internal audit unit or auditors, are
		 established;
• To monitor whether the auditors are performing their
		 tasks independently and objectively or not;
• To examine and approve internal audit work plans;
• To monitor the measures taken by executive management
		 and its units for the issues found in internal audit reports;
• To create the communication channels for enabling
		 that the staff of internal systems' units directly reaches
		 the committee;
• To examine the actions taken by the Company in
		 accordance with legislative changes;
• To supervise the operation of processes for ensuring
		 compliance of new or modified products, services,
		 workflows, and processes with applicable legislations;
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• To conduct preliminary assessments before election of
		 independent audit organizations by the Board of
		 Directors;
• To inform the Board of Directors about the findings of
		 independent auditors and ensure coordination between
		 independent auditors and BKM's staff and Board of
		 Directors in order to fulfill its objectives.
The Committee does also
Supervise the operation of accounting and reporting
systems in compliance with applicable laws and
regulations and integrity of the information created and
take decisions in accordance with the authorities and
responsibilities specified in relevant Internal Systems
documents of the Company.

Internal Systems and Compliance
Department
This department supervises the effectiveness and efficiency
of internal system operations and coordinates these
operations on behalf of Internal Audit and Risk Committee.
For this purpose:
• Operations for the improvement of internal control
		 environment are maintained through Risk Management
		 and Internal Control Unit;
• The Company's risk management operations are
		 coordinated between Risk Management and Internal
		 Control Unit and the Company's executives in parallel
		 with the Company's risk management policies;
• Internal Audit Unit works are managed and administered
		 efficiently and effectively;
• The works performed by Legal Services Unit, legal
		 advisors, and business units are coordinated to ensure
		 that BKM's operations are performed in compliance with
applicable laws.

This departments takes the independent assessments,
conducted by Internal Audit Unit, into consideration while
fulfilling its supervision liabilities for internal control, risk
management and legal compliance functions.
The Management Declaration works, which were requested
by Banking Regulation and Supervision Authority (BRSA)
in 2014, were performed by Internal Audit Unit
and Risk Management and Internal Control Unit under
the coordination of Internal Systems and Compliance
Department. For this purpose, controls on business
purposes and information technologies were tested, the
Management Declaration that includes results of works
was evaluated by Internal Audit and Risk Committee and
approved by Board of Directors.

Internal Audit Unit
This unit is responsible to determine whether the Company's
operations are performed in accordance with applicable
laws and other legislations as well as internal strategies,
policies, principles and objectives and to perform
supervision operations in order for regular assessment
of efficiency and effectiveness of internal control and risk
management systems. The unit ensures that risk based
periodical audits are conducted in order to assess and audit
the effectiveness, efficiency and compliance of internal
systems, processes and controls. It also provides research
and consultancy services to the Company's executives in
various areas related with operations, internal control,
risk and management processes.

Risk Management and
Internal Control Unit
Risk Management and Internal Control Unit is responsible
to define, measure, monitor and control the risks, arising
out of clearing and settlement transactions of debits and
credits caused by utilization of cards, and to have an
effective risk management framework. The purpose of Risk
Management System, which was established within BKM,
is to ensure that risks, which arise out of the operations of
BKM and outsourcing companies and which may damage
the risk assessment process of served banks, and risks,
which arise out of operations in relation with clearing
and settlement (reconciliation) transactions of debits
and credits caused by utilization of card, are defined,
measured, monitored, and controlled and an effective
risk management framework is achieved. The unit, as a
part of internal control activities being performed, aims to
ensure that the information created within the organization
is reliable, complete, traceable, stable and in the format,
quality and structure that will meet the requirements and
all activities, transactions and products that have been
performed or planned to be performed do comply with
applicable legislations, internal policies and rules as well
as the practices.
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Services

Domestic Clearing and Settlement
(YTH)
This service is provided to perform compensation, clearing
and settlement operations of domestic transactions,
which were made by the organizations that have executed
Membership or Service Agreement with BKM and which
were made through cards and terminals that are included
to international payment system, such as VISA, MasterCard,
AmEx, JCB, or the transactions of domestic cards with
a private logo thereon, through a central and standard
operation mechanism. An application was made to the
Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey in December in order
for authorization of operation of YTH system according to
the Law No. 6493 on Payment and Security Settlement
Systems, Payment Services and Electronic Money
Institutions and relevant regulations and it is planned to
obtain the authorization in the first half of 2015. The debits
and credits arising out of credit card / debit card and fee
transactions between the members of BKM are settled
by YTH Module and Clearing Center and the amounts are
recorded in net figures through the account of BKM A.Ş.
at the Central Bank.

Clearing and Settlement
Intermediation Services
a) Clearing and Settlement for Brand Sharing (MTH)
Clearing of credit card brand sharing transactions between
members of BKM is performed through this system and via
Clearing Center in a manner so as to include all special
requests and commission rates of the parties. It is ensured
that any credits and debits arising out of these transactions
are calculated net at BKM's account being kept at the
Central Bank of Turkish Republic.

b) International File Transfer Service (UDTH) – American
Express (AmEx) / UnionPay International (UPI)
ATM Acquirer is a system that allows BKM Members to
provide cash for AmEx and UPI cards.
This infrastructure ensures that transactions that were
made successfully through ATMs that accept AmEx and
UPI cards in Turkey and are settled between the Members
and Amex/UPI and these transactions are accounted by
AmEx/UPI.

Switching Services
a) SWITCH System
BKM Switch System is operational in order for smooth
management and switching of domestic and international
debit and credit card transactions of BKM's members
between the banks.
• Credit Card / Debit Card Online Authorization
• Stand-In Authorization
• International Switching
		

- Visa

		

- MasterCard

		

- AMEX

		 - Union Pay
b) Combined Warning List (BUL)
A system ensuring that problematic card notifications,
submitted by BKM's members to BKM through online and
offline connections, are consolidated automatically and
periodically shared with all BKM members.

The data and reports needed for BKM, its members and
Central Bank are prepared through this system.
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Databases / Management
Systems
a) BKM Data Warehouse MIS and Reporting Services
A service of BKM that enables restrospective storage of
authorization and clearing records, fraud notifications,
BKM Express data, merchant and terminated merchant
records for shopping and cash withdrawal transactions
performed within Turkey by using domestic/international
cards and in abroad by using domestic cards.
It is ensured that statistical data of BKM and its members
for market development / analysis as well as records of
transactions that include risks, such as fraud, etc., are
accessed. Some of the information requests of public
authorities, such as BRSA, Turkish Statistics Institute,
Central Bank, regarding the industry are met periodically
by BKM Data Warehouse.
b) Central Merchant Database (MIV)
It ensures that details of merchants, which are included
to Payment Sector of member organizations of BKM, are
consolidated in a single location, records of merchants that
have made a contract with more than one BKM member
are matched, a unique ID is assigned to each merchant
and merchants are tracked with this unique ID.
This ID is also used by other applications in order to ensure
that merchant is tracked through systems and among
the members. Furthermore, map based location details,
identified according to the addresses of all merchants in
the industry, are recorded to the system and shared with
our members.
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c) Central POS Database (MPV)
An application that supports other terminal based systems
by collecting data from all POS terminals, tracked by all
Acquirer members, who are members of BKM and do have
POS terminals, in a database within BKM.
ç) Joint POS Management Systems (OPYS)
It has been developed in order to manage Joint POS
operations of members under the same umbrella throughout
Turkey. Functions, such as installation and replacement,
return, version deletion, ownership change, bank addition
and partial work order closure for POS machines are
available through the system.
d) Chargeback Document Management System (CDYS):
This system ensures that in case of customer objections
for card payment transactions between the members, the
documents for expenditure objections that are required
to be shared between the members are associated with
Domestic Clearing and Settlement System and Brand
Sharing Clearing and Settlement System data, submitted
to members through electronic media, their processes are
checked and recorded centrally.
e) BKM Online (BOL)
This is the general infrastructure service, prepared for
communication and information sharing between BKM and
its Members according to predefined access authorizations.
BKM Online System is composed of comprehensive
subsections that are accessible by BKM and its
Members according to predefined authorizations, such
as Management, Document Repositories, Reporting
Applications, Committee Works, Services provided by
BKM, and Business Calendars.

Reporting Applications
BKM generates several reports in different categories (credit
card, debit card, cash withdrawal, shopping, member
merchant, sector, installments, on-us, not-on-us, domestic,
international, EMV, MO/TO, e-commerce, etc.) for Payment
Sector by consolidating the statistical data that has been
generated internally as well as the data collected from
members and shares these reports online with the members
after automated consolidation processes.
f) BKM Integration Web Services (BES)
This is an infrastructure service, through which Members
can easily use BKM's services through their own interfaces
and so automate their internal processes that are dependent
to BKM's processes.

Security Services
Security services include services, such as monitoring
and preventing fraudulency risk in all channels related to
payment systems, establishing standards and practices for
increasing the security, establishing an infrastructure for
the necessary coordination between members regarding
detected fraudulency cases, providing trainings to the staff
of public entities that are struggling with these cases, and
ensuring cooperation with relevant authorities in order
for evaluating and improving relevant legal regulations
pertaining to the case.

Public Debt Collection Solutions
Solutions for collections of public debts allow public
entities to connect to our members from a single center
to be developed by BKM and collect their receivables
through banking cards.
a) Transportation Service
"Konya Transportation Project", implemented by BKM in
collaboration with Konya Metropolitan Municipality, allows
to use all domestic and foreign contactless credit cards,
debit cards and prepaid cards in buses and trams of Konya.
b) Payment Gateway
Thanks to the payment infrastructure, which was developed
by BKM as open for participation of all of its Members
and which was integrated with SGK, it is now possible to
pay SSI premiums with the banking cards through SGK's
website at www.sgk.gov.tr.
c) e-Government Portal
As a part of the project, developed together by BKM
and TÜRKSAT, which executes the task to operate and
manage e-Government Portal on behalf of the Ministry
of Transportation, Maritime Affairs and Communication,
integration of the payment infrastructure between
e-Government Portal and BKM Payment Gateway has been
completed.

a) Security Portal
Security Portal provides the infrastructure to share
information between BKM and relevant stakeholders and
to meet information requests and perform transaction
confirmations in accordance with Information Security
Standards for Card Payment Systems.
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Payment Solutions
a) BKM Express
BKM Express is a secure payment system, developed
jointly by BKM, Members and e-commerce companies that
accelerates and facilitates online shopping. Cardholders
that are registered to BKM Express can make online
shopping easily and securely without sharing their card
details with the merchants.
Mobile Payment with BKM Express:
BKM Express' mobile application makes it possible to pay
mobile easily and quickly without providing card details
when shopping from mobile applications of e-commerce
merchants.
As a result of two pilot projects implemented in 2014, users
of mobile application of BKM Express are now capable
to make their payments in two branches of a contracted
restaurant brand and all fuel stations of a fuel distribution
company with their BKM Express. This application, which
is open for end users, will be available at more points and
will be easier to use in the coming years.
Money Transfer with BKM Express:
Thanks to iOS and Android compatible mobile applications
of BKM Express, registered members can transfer money
to any mobile phone number or card number by 7/24.
b) Secure Internet Shopping (3D Secure)
3D Secure is an international solution that has been
developed to authenticate the cardholder's ID for
secure shopping via Internet. The system prevents fraud
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• ACS – 3D Secure Service provided to the banks of
cardholders

Pay Online:
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transactions for cardholders and merchants.
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• MPI – 3D Secure Service provided to the banks of
merchants
c) TechPOS
TechPOS is the service that allows new generation of
Payment Recording Devices (PRDs) that have EFT-POS
feature or external EFT-POS connection to connect to
all member organizations that do accept card and have
joined the project through POS application that has
been developed by the manufacturer according to the
specifications provided by BKM as per the provisions of
the Law on the Requirement of Value Added Taxpayers to
Use Payment Recording Devices, no. 3100, and applicable
legislations. Thanks to this service, our members can
establish member merchant relationship with taxpayers,
who are the customers of PRD manufacturers, and accept
cards through a single application.

Other Services
a) Closest ATM and ATM Geocoding Service
An application that displays ATMs, which are notified by
our members to BKM, on the map through mobile devices
and Internet network together with their addresses and GPS
details. Approximate locations of users are determined
through their mobile devices and they are directed to the
closest ATM or branch. ATM coordinates of BKM members
are calculated and shared and the data needed for Closest
ATM application are provided through ATM Geocoding
Service.

b) Marketing / Promotion Activities

d) Arbitration Committee

BKM performs various activities to inform and raise
the awareness of card users and member merchants
in Card Payment Systems by creating joint platforms.
BKM, which assumed the task to widespread contactless
payments, organizes marketing and promotion activities
for cardholders and member merchants that have POS
devices with contactless properties and supports expansion
of contactless payments.

This is the arbitration committee, to which the Members
of BKM can apply for disputes arising out of customer
objections, which couldn't be solved through chargeback
in accordance with the rules of Card Payment Systems. The
committee analyses the litigious cases occurring between
two members upon an application and acts as an arbitrator
between the parties.

Parties of Card Payment Systems do not only meet but
also share their knowledge with each other during the
trainings, seminars and various sponsorship activities,
organized periodically.
• Training
• Websites
• Promotional Activities
c) Test and Certification Service
This service is provided to make the software, which are
used by members to receive services from BKM, compatible
with BKM's systems and rules and to identify and solve
problems without any need to make changes in actual
environments of members.
ç) BKM Helpdesk
BKM Helpdesk is implemented in order to track problems
that might occur at and requests that might be made by
members of BKM A.Ş., to solve such problems and requests
as soon as possible, and to make necessary changes to
prevent occurrence of problems.
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Card Payment
Sector in Turkey

Shopping with credit
cards has increased
by 11% and cash
withdrawal amount
has increased by 19%
in 2014, compared
to last year. The
increase in shopping
with debit cards was
33%.

Credit Cards
There are 57 million credit cards in Turkey as of the end of 2014.
54.1 million of these cards are individual and 2.9 million are
corporate cards. Credit cards, which became more attractive with
several benefits such as installments and reward points, have
replaced payments in cash in many areas. Credit cards make great
contributions to the efforts of dealing with informal economy. 430
billion TL shopping volume was made with credit cards in 2014
with 2.8 billion shopping transactions in total and 44 billion TL
cash withdrawal transactions were made with approximately 82
million transactions.

Debit Cards
Debit cards are mainly used in our country in order to withdraw
cash from Automatic Teller Machines (ATM), affiliated with one/
multiple bank deposit accounts, subject to the amount of available
balance, and for purchases through Point of Sale (POS) Terminals.

The number of debit cards has increased by 5% in 2014 and reached
to 106 million. The number of shopping transactions with debit
cards has increased by 25% and the volume of transactions has
increased by 33% compared to last year.
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The number of
POS terminals has
reached to 2.4
million in 2014
with a growth rate
of 4%. As of the
end of 2014, there
are 46 thousand
ATMs.

POS Terminals
The number of POS terminals has reached to 2.4 million in 2014 with
a growth rate of 4%. The number of domestic debit and credit card
transactions performed through POS terminals as of the end of the
year was 3.4 billion and total transaction volume was 467 billion TL.

Automatic Teller Machines (ATM)
As of the end of 2014, there are more than 46 thousand ATMs. 49
percent of them are located at the branches (on-site) and 51 percent
are located out of branches (off-site).

Net Foreign Currency Inflow to Turkey
As a result of 54 million transactions performed in our country
throughout 2014 with foreign credit cards and debit cards, 11.9
billion USD has been received. Total amount of transactions made
by domestic credit and debit cards in abroad was 4.7 billion USD.
Consequently, net foreign currency inflow to our country by the means
of card payments sector was 7.2 billion USD in 2014.
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V. Group Financial Rights
Granted to Members of
the Management Body
and Executives
Total amount of salaries and wages, paid to members of Board of Directors, CEO and
assistants of CEO in the period that ended on 31 December 2014 is 2,973,925 TL (31
December 2014 - 2,705,902 TL).

VI. Company's Research
and Development
Operations
R&D operations are being performed in various fields, such as e-commerce, e-government,
transportation, mobile, etc. for Turkish Payment Sector by closely monitoring technological
and innovative developments in and abroad.

VII. Communication
Operations

Mobile era in
BKM Express!
Mobile application of BKM Express, fast, easy and secure online
payment system, was implemented in summer 2013. With the
communication campaign, launched in June 2014, the slogan
of which was "Your Cards in your Mobile, Your Shopping With
You", it was explained that mobile shopping with BKM Express
is possible at any time and from everywhere. TV, Radio and
Outdoor channels were effectively used in the campaign. With the
communication campaign launched in November 2014, the slogan
of which "No booking, yes BKM Express!", both mobile payment
and money transfer functions were promoted. The convenience of
BKM Express' mobile application in making payments for online
shopping without any need to take the card out and the functions
of the application, such as transferring money 7x24 to any mobile
phone or card number were announced with this campaign, for
which TVs, radios and movies were used.
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BKM Express
mobil uygulamasıyla

BKM Express ile Öde

7/24 Para Gönder

Kartını çıkarmadan
internet alışverişlerini
kolayca yap

Cepten cebe 7/24
istediğin yerden
para gönder

Ücretsiz uygulamayı indirmek için:
bkmexpress.com.tr
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VIII. Company's
Operations
and Significant
Developments

Company's operations and
significant developments for
operations
a) Details of investments made by the Company during
the reported period
The Company's tangible fixed asset investments for the
financial period that has ended on 31 December 2014
amounted to 16,331,374 TL (31 December 2013 - 1,387,165
TL) and intangible fixed asset investments amounted to
3,335,047 TL (31 December 2013 - 7,606,756 TL).
b) Details of internal control system and internal audit
operations of the Company and opinions of management
body
Internal control and internal audit activities of BKM are
performed in accordance with the principles, determined
by Banking Regulation and Supervision Agency.
Internal control system is established by taking the size
as well as scope, complexity and scale of the activities of
BKM into consideration and sufficiency of the system is
evaluated regularly.
For this purpose, current processes have been reviewed
and revised in 2014.
Similarly, Internal Audit System is carried on in order to
perform supervision operations for determining whether
BKM's activities are performed in accordance with the
laws and other relevant legislations, internal strategies,
policies, principles and objectives of BKM and for regular
evaluation of efficiency and sufficiency of internal control
and risk management systems and various works are
being performed in order to provide assurance to Board
of Directors, CEO and Assistants of CEO.

For this purpose, main business processes and information
system processes were audited and subjected to periodical
review operations in 2014 and the works performed to
improve weaknesses, which were found in previous
periods, have been monitored and reported to Internal
Audit and Risk Committee and the Board of Directors. Risk
Management and Internal Control Unit was established in
2014 and the Unit has started to operate in December 2014.
c) Company's direct and indirect subsidiaries and shares
therein. (None)
ç) Details of Company's shares acquired by itself. (None)
d) Details of private and public audits conducted during
the reported period
No public audit was performed in our company in 2014
and private audits that were conducted during this period
are given below.
Our Company was
• Audited by Biznet for PCI DSS 2014 Certification;
• Audited by SRC GmbH on behalf of Mastercard Europe
		 and by Secaud on behalf of Visa Europe for physical and
		 systematic inspection of BKM NFC/TSM structure;
• Audited by Bureau Veritas for ISO27001 Recertification;
• Audited by IT Security Consulting Limited company on
		 behalf of Visa Europe for physical and systematic
		 inspection of 3D Secure system;
• Audited by Visa Europe for VISA Pin Security; and
• Audited by KPMG for CobIT
		 and as it was found successful as a result of these audits,
		 all applicable certifications have been renewed.
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BKM A.Ş.'s information systems, business processes and
internal systems were audited by KPMG, an independent
audit organization, for the year 2014 in accordance with
the procedures and principles determined under the
Regulation on the Audit of Bank's Information Systems
and Banking Processes to be Conducted by Independent
Audit Organizations, published at the Official Gazette,
dated 13/01/2010 and no. 27461. No significant control
deficiency was found as a result of this audit.
e) Lawsuits filed against the Company that might have
an effect on the financial condition and operations of the
Company and their potential outcomes
There are five lawsuits filed against our company that still
continues as of 31 December 2014. (31 December 2013 – 1
lawsuit)
Two of these lawsuits are reemployment lawsuits and two
other are the lawsuits that were filed by merchants against
BKM and relevant banks regarding the records entered by
BKM members to BKM Central Merchant Database. Totally
226,700 TL was reserved as provisions for these lawsuits.
The last lawsuit filed against the company is for a request to
precautionally suspend BKM Express application, claiming
that the application is violating the patent rights of a third
person. Although the court has refused such request of
the claimant, since the claimant has appealed the court's
decree, the file is currently under examination.
Finally there is a lawsuit that may affect the company's
operation in case it is lost although such lawsuit was not
filed directly against the company. This lawsuit was filed for
annulment of the resolution of Competition Board, dated
16.01.2014 and no. 14-02/42-20, regarding the company's
TechPOS project and our Company is also involved to the
lawsuit.
f) Explanations about administrative and judicial sanctions,
implemented against the Company and members of
management body, due to practices in against of legislative
provisions
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Total amount of administrative fines applied against our
Company in 2014 is equal to 6,268 TL.
g) Details and evaluations of whether previously set targets
have been achieved or not, resolutions of general assembly
have been implemented or not, and if targets have not
been achieved or resolutions have not been implemented,
the reasons for them
All resolutions of the General Assembly, taken in 2014,
have been implemented.
ğ) If any extraordinary general assembly was convened
during the year, the date of meeting, resolutions and
any other details about extraordinary general assembly,
including actions for resolutions. (None)
h) Details of donations and aids made by the company
during the year and details of expenditures made under
social responsibility projects
25,930 TL has been donated and aided as of 31 December
2014 (31 December 2013 - 11,423 TL).
ı) If the company is a member of a group of companies, any
legal actions taken in favor of parent company, another
subsidiary of parent company or any other company upon
instructions of parent company and other measures taken
or avoided to be taken in favor of parent company or any
subsidiary of parent company in the previous year. (None)
i) If the company is a member of a group of companies,
whether any counter liability that conforms to each legal
action stated in paragraph (ı) is received or not and if any
measures taken or avoided to be taken have caused a loss
for the company, whether such loss it is compensated or
not based on current knowledge and conditions of the
company as of the time, on which aforesaid legal action
was taken or the measure was taken or avoided to be
taken. (None)

Activities of BKM in 2014
As of the end of 2014, 27 members are receiving domestic
switching, 18 members are receiving MasterCard-Banknet
switching, 10 members are receiving Visa-Base I switching,
and 4 members are receiving AmEx switching service from
BKM Switching System. Total number of transactions
processed through BKM Switching System in 2014 was
2,456,341,827 and 1,990,113,861 of them were acceptance
(81.0%) and 453,157,933 were rejection (18.5%) and
13,070,033 were cancellation (0.5%) transactions. Total
number of transactions has increased by 15%, compared
to 2013. BKM Switching System's “Application Availability”
average for 2013 was 99.994%.

Domestic Clearing and Settlement System (YTH) was
renewed by using Scrum, an agile application development
method that was implemented in BKM in 2014, without
causing any interruption and adverse effect towards our
members and by using only our internal resources and
daily operation periods were reduced from 260 minutes
in average to 45 minutes. Our clearing system, which was
developed by using new application architecture and
technologies, has become more reliable, functional and
parametric.

No. of BKM
Switch
Transactions

Corrective actions were taken and detection and warning
mechanisms were implemented on Domestic Clearing
and Settlement, On-Us and Not-On-Us data, Fraud data,
and Merchant Database Data as a part of our Data Quality
Increasing Project, which was completed for our BKM Data
Warehouse - Business Intelligence application. Thanks to
the supporting and positive contributions of our members,
we have achieved a significant progress towards the
targeted level of improvement.

New members have participated and new service functions
have been added to our BKM Integration Services (BES),
which are used as web service portals between us and
our members. Akbank, Alternatifbank, Bank Asya, Ziraat
Bankası, TEB, Kuveyt Türk and Halkbankası have started
to use them actively.

BKM Switching System Renovation Project was initiated
together with the software provider of BKM Switching
System in order to upgrade the software version, increase
service availability and improve the level of maintenance
and analysis and contract steps of this project, which were
divided into 5 phases, have been completed.

2014

2.456.341.827

2013

2.135.196.924

2012

1.932.222.516

2011

1.659.140.353

2010

1.431.073.961
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As a part of Phase-1 of BKM Switching System Renovation
Project,
• Servers, disk systems and HSMs were replaced;
• Application and database were separated so as to run
on two different servers;
• Version of RDBMS, running on the database server, was
upgraded to Oracle 11g;
and it became possible to support more than 1,000
transactions per second smoothly thanks to this new
infrastructure.
Development and customization works have also begun
as a part of Phase-2 (version upgrading of switching
application) and it is planned to go live in 2015 after user
acceptance tests are conducted by BKM.

application) and it is planned to go live in 2015 after user
acceptance tests are conducted by BKM.
Main encryption keys (LM) and Visa encryption keys (AWK,
IWK) of our Switching System were replaced without
affecting production environments of our members.
In 2014, totally 1.86 billion transactions were processed
through Domestic Clearing and Settlement (YTH) System.
Monetary value of these transactions was 218 billion TL.
The number of transactions has increased by 11% and the
volume has increased by 16%, compared to 2013.

Development and customization works have also begun
as a part of Phase-2 (version upgrading of switching

75,556,395 verification transactions were performed in total
in 2014 with 14,751,872 active cards of 21 member banks
through BKM 3D Secure System. The number of active
cards has increased by 10% and total transaction volume
of verifications has increased by 18%, compared to 2013.

No. of Clearing
Transactions

1,86

Clearing Transaction
2014
Volume

1,67

Increase rate

2014

(Billion)

Increase rate

%11

2013

Capacity and application improvement works were
performed at databases, security systems, network
connections and office and product systems of current
BKM applications in order to meet the requests of BKM's
committees, improve the infrastructure and performance
to ensure business continuity, solve the problems that
were found or might occur during the implementation,
facilitate the utilization, monitor current versions, provide
a cost benefit, and meet the requirements of audits. Main
encryption keys (LM) and Visa encryption keys (AWK, IWK)
of our Switching System were replaced without affecting
production environments of our members. In 2014, totally
1.86 billion transactions were processed through Domestic
Clearing and Settlement (YTH) System. Monetary value
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(Million TL)

%16

2013

218
189

of these transactions was 218 billion TL. The number of
transactions has increased by 11% and the volume has
increased by 16%, compared to 2013. 75,556,395 verification
transactions were performed in total in 2014 with 14,751,872
active cards of 21 member banks through BKM 3D Secure
System. The number of active cards has increased by 10%
and total transaction volume of verifications has increased
by 18%, compared to 2013.
In 2014, totally 4,920 hours of testing and certification
operations were performed with our members due to new
member certifications, new function certifications, member
system changes and similar issues.

For this purpose:
• BKM Express Pay certification with our members
• 27 MasterCard certification projects with 12 members
• 15 Visa certification projects with 8 members
• BKM System integration with 1 new member
• New card package and BKM System integration
		 certification with 2 members
• BKM POS EMV certification for additionally 10 contacted
/2 contactless Members / POS Brand Model
• BKM ATM EMV certification for additionally 8 Members
/ATM Brand Model
• Contactless EMV card project with 2 members
• Contacted EMV card project with 8 members
• 3D Secure certification with 3 members
• Card-to-Card Money Transfer project (KKPT), 3 Mobile
channel and 1 ATM channel certification with 3 members
• BKM Express Project certification with 2 members
• Union Pay ATM ACQ system integration with 1 member
• TECHPOS system integration with 7 members and
TECHPOS Contacted PRD certification with 3 manufacturers
• 131 BKM Express member merchant integrations
• BKM Express integration for 3 ISS members
• BKM Express integration for 1 ACQ member
• Fictitious Transactions Detection Portal (FIT) system
integration
• The system integration to allow entities other than SSI to
		 collect their receivables through Payment Gateway System
		 as a part of Multi Merchant developments
• Domestic clearing and settlement system integration
		 developed on .Net platform
• Switch 7.7 Upgrade project's Phase 1 were successfully
		 completed. BKM has offered uninterrupted support and
		 consultancy service to its members during such testing
		 and certification processes through its systems and
		 engineers. BOM POS repository, which was created for
		 live tests of POS machines, which are used by our
		 members on the field, was monitored closely with the
members that own POS machines in order to keep this
repository updated and available for members and it was
ensured that all POS models available at the field are also
available at BKM's POS pool.

In addition to aforesaid activities, functional requirements,
test scenarios and test results were recorded by using HP
Quality Center (HPQC) infrastructure for all BKM business
applications in 2014. It is aimed to create a central inventory
with HPQC product. A test error tracking system, which is
available not only for BKM's staff but also for suppliers,
was established.
Total number of BKM Express users has reached to
757,347 as of the end of 2014 and they are allowed to
make transactions with the cards of 17 members. Totally
595,633 successful transactions were performed through
the system.
The database of BKM Express System was migrated to a
new infrastructure, database's version was upgraded and
it became possible to meet the requirements of changing
needs properly.
Data of BKM Express were included to BKM Data Warehouse
and it became possible to meet analysis and reporting
requirements.
Transition to “Dual Message” for On-Us data has been
successfully completed as a result of arrangements,
performed within BKM Data Warehouse, and the
participation of members.
BKM has made it mandatory for its members to use 3D
Secure or BKM Express infrastructures for all domestic
transactions to be made between the members as of 2016 in
order to increase the security of e-commerce transactions.
So, the number of e-commerce transactions that will pass
through the secure transaction flow will increase and fraud
attempts will decrease.
BSM Service Tracking tool was installed for 7 critical
applications, service models of these applications were
prepared and they were started to be tracked as a service.
BKM aims to communicate the needs and expectations of
all our stakeholders in the sector to the Council and ensure
that necessary actions are taken thanks to its Advisory
Board Membership of PCI Security Standards Council.
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For this purpose, the new version of PCI Data Security
Standard (PCI DSS V3.0) was translated to Turkish in
2014 by BKM and published at the official website of PCI
Council. SAQ (Self-Assessment Questionnaire) forms,
which were translated to Turkish in 2014 and completed by
member merchants, will also be published at the official
website of PCI Council after they are completely checked.
All Turkish documents will also be published in official
Turkish microsite of PCI Council in 2015. BKM also intends
to reapply for Advisory Board Membership of PCI Security
Standards Council and to achieve a better position in data
security in 2015.

Fictitious Transactions Detection (FIT) Portal, which will
ensure to collect, report and store the fictitious transaction
notifications, received to find fictitious transactions
performed by utilization of debit cards or credit cards
for illegal purposes through POS devices, has been
implemented.

As a part of its project for improvement of data security
of card payment systems in Turkey and for increasing
the number of merchants compatible with PCI Data
Security Standards, which was initiated in 2013, BKM
has contributed to PCI DSS compatibility efforts of 9 and
SAQ (Self-Assessment) works of 15 leading companies of
our country in 2014. In addition to these contributions, PCI
DSS ISA (Internal Security Assessor) certificate trainings
were organized for the first time in our country in May 2014
in order to increase the number of certified information
security experts in payment systems sector and as a result
of the training given by the trainers of PCI Council, 22
persons that were working in the leading companies of
different industries successfully passed the tests and
were entitled to receive ISA certificate. So, it was ensured
that ISA certificate, which was previously owned by only
1 person in our country, has become widespread among
the companies that are operating in card payment sector.
Since it is aimed to ensure the continuity of ISA training
and certification process, we have started to work with PCI
Council for provision of ISA training online and in Turkish
in 2015.

BKM, which has assumed the task to widespread
contactless payments in 2014, has also supported the
increase of number of contactless transactions through
the campaigns it organized for contactless payments.
Campaigns were organized with CarrefourSA in August and
ŞOK Markets in December. The website was renewed to
increase the awareness of cardholders as well as member
merchants that have contactless POS devices and videos
that briefly explain how to make contactless payments were
prepared. BKM has aimed to create a uniform contactless
payment experience with the domestic rule for transaction
limit that it announced in 2014 for contactless payments.
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Warnings for card use and password security were
announced through the social media channels of BKM in
order to increase security awareness of cardholders and
various articles were published in the magazines that are
specifically addressing the sector.

BKM was accepted to be a member of EMVCo Board of
Advisors in 2014.
The works to automate application version migrations
were initiated as a part of Process Automation Project of
Information Technologies and these works were completed
for 5 different applications.
Certified verification method option was implemented for

double factored verification mechanism of file sharing
infrastructure that is used by our members. Now our
members can use certificate instead of SMS verification.
The works for configuration management were completed
for the infrastructure of Information Technologies and
infrastructure models of all services were prepared.
VPN infrastructures were established with two different
service providers and made available for our members in
order to have backups and implement the standards for
communication networks. Furthermore a Radio Link line
is installed as a precaution against possible interruptions
in the landlines.
Switching and Clearing services were provided from
Izmir Business Continuity Backup Center for a period of
one full day as a part of business continuity works. IT
Service Management Unit was established to ensure that
Change, Configuration, Incident, Problem and Service Level
Management processes are developed and operated in an
integrated manner.

• BKM Data Warehouse
• Alternative Payment Systems
• Chargeback l
• Chargeback ll
• BKM Online and Integration System
• BKM Switch System
• BKM Test and Certification Processes
• Cyber Crimes Judicial Analysis and White Hat Hackers
Training (Gendarmerie Training)
In 2014, almost 650 staff from our members have attended
BKM Trainings, the contents of which are updated according
to changing/developing needs and conditions.
As a part of publication services, books, titled "Digital
Entrepreneurship 101" and "Economic Benefits of Card
Payments" were published to contribute to the development
of payment systems sector.

BKM's Trainings and
Publications
BKM organized 14 trainings and meetings in 11 different
subjects for the staff of member organizations in 2014.
Guest speakers, who are expert in their fields, were
invited to the trainings given by BKM in order to share
their knowledge about current practices.
Training Subjects:
• Member Information Meetings
• Cornerstones of Card Payment Sector
• Latest Trends in Frauds in Payment Sector and Current
Regulations and Practices for the Sector
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lX. Financial
Condition

Finansal Durum Analizi
GDP growth was less than the previous year in 2014 and
the economic recession was also seen in payments made
by cards. Payments made by credit cards, which were
increased by 25% in 2012 and 17% in 2013, were only
increased by 11% in 2014 and reached to 430 billion TL.
Payments made by debit card were increased by 33%
and reached to 29 billion TL. Last year's growth was 36%.
However, due to the reflection of increases in fees, which
were made in April and August 2013, to 2014, our service
revenues were increased from 52,087 thousand TL to
69,898 thousand TL.
Financial Indicators (Thousand TL)
Service income
Gross service profit
Shareholders' equity
Assets

2014
69.898
24.486
25.774
56.641

2013
52.087
20.508
22.332
35.583

Our service revenues were increased by 34% in 2014, which
is parallel with 32% in 2013. Service production costs that
have increased in 2014 due to business development
projects that are being performed within the Company in
order to create a model and alternatives for payment sector
have also caused a decrease of gross service profit from
39% (2013) to 35% (2014). Both as a result of the real estate
that we purchased in 2014 and the hardware and software
investments that we made as a natural consequence of
growth of our operations, our assets were increased by 59%.

Financial Ratios 		
Gross profit margin		
Net profit margin		
Equity profitability		
Asset profitability		
Liabilities / Equities

2014
%35		
%5		
%14		
%6		
%120

2013
%39
%5
%12
%7
%59

The decrease in gross profit margin despite of 34% increase
in service revenues was mainly caused by 44% increase in
service production costs of business development projects,
compared to last year, which are being implemented
within the Company to create a model and alternatives
for payment sector. Since the ratio of increase in service
revenues was parallel with the ratio of increase in net
period profit, the change in net profit margin was same,
but equities profitability was increased compared to last
year as a result of an increase rate of equities that is lower
than the increase rate of net period profit. The increase in
assets due to the real estate that was purchased in 2014
caused a decrease in the profitability ratio of assets and the
loans that were used to fund such purchase have caused
a significant increase in the ratio of liabilities to equities.

Our Capital Management
The Company's management is adopting and following
various policies that reduce financial risks, raise the
Company's credibility and ensure Company's continuity,
growth and profitability. The Company's capital structure
supports those policies and the Company's management
takes necessary measures for meeting capital requirements.
There has not been any change in the objectives, policies
and procedures as of 31 December 2014, compared to
previous year.

Comparative Summary of Financial Indicators of Last Five Years
Thousand TL		

2010		

2011		

2012		

2013		

2014

Total Assets 		21.011		25.225		32.354		35.583		56.641
Shareholders' equity 15.865		18.484		19.628		22.332		25.774
Total Liabilities

5.146		 6.741		12.727		13.250		30.867

Service Revenues

23.202

29.969

39.584

52.087		

69.898

Operational Profit

1.333		

2.567		

702		

2.987		

5.046

Profit Before Taxes 1.904		3.336		1.584		3.324		4.391
Net Dönem Karı

1.465		2.619		1.247		2.644 		3.490
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X. Risks and
Evaluations of the
Management Body

a) If any, details of risk management policy to be
implemented by the Company against projected risks
The purpose of BKM Risk Management System is to ensure
that risks, which arise out of the operations of BKM and
outsourcing companies and which may damage the risk
assessment process of served banks, and risks, which arise
out of operations in relation with clearing and settlement
transactions of debits and credits caused by utilization of
card, are defined, measured, monitored, and controlled.
Risk management system also includes the works for
establishing the policies and implementation procedures
in order to monitor, control and, if required, change the
type and level of basic operations of BKM.
BKM’s basic Risk Management policy includes:
• Determining the fundamental operational objectives of
the Company;
• Identifying the risks that may prevent achievement of
such objectives;
• Identifying potential effects and occurrence probabilities
of these risks;
• Implementation of risk management and controls,
required to reduce these risks to the levels determined
by Board of Directors;
• Regular measurement and assessment of exposed risks;
• Establishment of necessary coordination and
communication network for management of risks within
the Company;
• Proactive evaluation of new risks that might arise regarding
credit cards and information systems technologies and
provision of recommendations for mitigating potential risks;
• Provision of regular trainings to BKM's executives and
relevant staff on risk management;

• Determination of significant risk indicators in order to
measure and monitor current conditions of risks;
• Arrangement of regular reviews in order to ensure
efficiency and currency of such indicators.
This policy is supported with written procedures, risk
measurements conducted by business units, coordination
and information sharing between Board of Directors,
executives, Internal Systems and Compliance Director, and
Internal Audit and Risk Committee, periodical assessment
of operational results of risk management, and independent
audit of risk management activities by Internal Audit Unit.
b) If any, details of the operations and reports of the
committee for early detection and management of risk
Although the ultimate responsibility of sufficiency,
efficiency and compliance of risk management activities
belongs to Board of Directors, the responsibility to establish
a risk management system and to measure and monitor
periodically whether the risks are within the levels that
have been determined by Board of Directors or not has
been assigned by Board of Directors to Internal Audit
and Risk Committee. Internal Audit and Risk Committee
is fulfilling this liability through Internal Systems and
Compliance Director. Internal Systems and Compliance
Director is supported by preparation and reporting
of necessary information and documents by Risk and
Compliance Coordinators, who were assigned within
relevant business units, and by Internal Control and Risk
Management Department.
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c) Future risks on sales, productivity, revenue generation
capacity, profitability, liabilities/equities ratio and similar
issues
Main financial instruments of the company are composed
of cash and short term deposits. Additionally the Company
has financial instruments, such as commercial receivables
and liabilities that arise out of its operations. Financial
instruments of the Company are short term and their real
values are close to their book values.

Fundamental risks of the Company's financial instruments
are interest risk, exchange rate risk and credit risk. The
Company is also taking the market value risk of all of its
financial instruments into consideration.

Credit Risk
The credit risk on the Company's cash and similar assets
as well as commercial receivables, almost all of which
originates from member organizations, is equal to the
nominal value of relevant financial instruments and such
risk may arise out of payment capability or unavailability
of the counter party.

Interest Risk
The only asset of the Company that bears interest is
composed of time deposits with fixed interest rate. The
Company does not have any interest liability. Therefore

Exchange Rate Risk

the Company does not bear any interest rate risk. Since
current assets of the Company are more than total short
term liabilities, the Company does not have any liquidity
risk.

The Company is exposed to exchange rate risk due to its
sales, purchases and liabilities in any currency other than
the valid currency, namely Turkish Lira (TL). Main currencies
that are used in such transactions are Euro and US Dollar.

Commercial receivables of the Company are collected within
10 days as of the end of reported period and collection
process is tracked daily by the Company.

The share of liabilities, exposed to exchange rate risk,
within the balance sheet is less than 1%.
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Xl. Other Issues
(1) Explanations for significant events that have
occurred following the ending date of accounting
year and might effect the rights of shareholders,
creditors and other relevant persons and entities.
(None)

(2) Any additional information found suitable by
the management body can be provided in this
section, provided that they are not in contradiction
with the provisions of this regulation. (None)

Xll. Annual Reports of Parent
Company in case of Group of
Companies
a) Whether five, ten, twenty, twenty five, thirty
three, fifty, sixty seven or hundred percent
of the capital of a stock corporation is owned
or if the amount of shares is less than such
percentages, the current situation and reason
for such decrease. (None)

b) Details of the shares of group companies in
the capital of parent company. (None)

c) Explanations on the internal audit and risk
management systems of the group regarding the
preparation process of consolidated financial
statements. (None)

ç) If requested by any member of the management
body, the conclusion section of the report,
required by forth paragraph of Article 199 of the
Law. (None)
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Xlll. Audit Report
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